FAI Aresti Committee Report

Although not so far an official CIVA function, the agreement between FAI and the Aresti family stipulates there should be a permanent Aresti Committee in which two selected officials from CIVA and two nominated members from Aresti System S.L. should participate, together with a chairperson designated by mutual agreement between the signatories of this agreement.

John Gaillard has for many years been the sole person from CIVA who has fulfilled this commitment, though in reality there has been little need for this committee to meet. With the passing of John the Bureau of CIVA suggests that the authority and responsibility of the Catalogue Committee Chairman and those for the CIVA Representative in the aforementioned Aresti Committee should be formally combined within CIVA in order that the best possible use can be made of this situation for all parties.

Further information will be made available during this plenary conference with the aim of securing a workable solution to the above matter.
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